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ABC Group is the fifth largest financial services provider in 

Southeast Asia by total assets, with a vision to be "Southeast Asia's 

most valued universal bank". ABC Group acquired two banks in 

Indonesia: Bank X and Bank Y. In term of assets, Bank X was the 

sixth largest bank in Indonesia whereas Bank Y was the tenth. To 

comply with the Indonesia Central Bank's "single presence policy", 

ABC embarked on a plan to merge these two banks. The merger 

would create the fifth largest bank (ABC XY Bank) by total assets of 

more than USD 10 billion and also among the top five in terms of 

distribution network in Indonesia.

Two of the most important aspects of a bank merger is 

managing its people and the IT and operations merger integration. 

While the phase of IT and operations merger integration has been 

settled in its place, the time has come for managing the people for 

transition process, ranging from top executives, manager, and staff 

members. This paper tries to give a real action plans to solve the 

problems given. Therefore, using DSPA Framework to solve it will 

be applied through the entire paper: Definition of Problems, Issue 

Tree, Prioritization Matrix, and Actions Plan.
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Context of the problems is how to 

maintain ABC XY Bank customer base. Bank 

X and Bank Y which have been acquired and 

mergered by ABC Bank Group has had their 

own customer base. Since the erger process 

has passed the critical point of IT and 

operations merger integration along with 

managing the people to create a good 

management, the other issue arise is the one 

concerning with customer base. Bank X 

focuses its operation to meet the demand of 

Context

corporate market players while Bank Y is a 

strong market player of consumer and 

commercial segment. It means that Bank X 

has been successfully run the business 

focusing on business to business (B2B) and 

Bank Y focusing the business for business to 

consumer (B2C). Each bank has their own 

customer base which is slightly different 

either in product choices or in the 

preferences of touchpoints distribution 

channels. The difference of Bank X and Bank 

Y in its customer base becomes an inherent 

factor to concentrate on managing the 

previous customer base as the frst strategy 

before going on expanding to another new 

fragmented market segment. Therefore, a 

Customer Relationship Management (CRM) 

Strategy should be imposed. CRM Strategy 

stated is respectiely limited to the 

relationship of the bank and customers, not 

another stakeholders. To design the CRM 

Strategy, a software design used by ABC XY 

Bank has been established (Accenture, 

2011).
The design shows the information 

of two focuses system used: SAP CRM and 

SAP ERP. While SAP CRM is designed to meet 

the needs of all staff to understand the 

customer far better, SAP ERP is designed to 

help the management make the right 

decision at the right time. SAP CRM in every 

organization is different concerning with the 

its business process. It means, the core 

business process for ABC XY Bank lies on 

Sales, Marketing, and Service. There are 

several channels of distribution, many 

phases and steps which is divided in Sales 

Order Management and Aftermarket 

services, until business communication 

management.
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SAP CRM enables integrated industry-specific processes to support customer-facing departments in 
Marketing, Sales and Service Plus, it enables a 360-degree view acrooss all customer touch points 

and interaction channels-including the Internet, interaction centers, the field, and channel partners- as 
well as powerful analytics.

Source: accenture software design, http:/www.accenture.com/doyouknowcompetition
Figure 1.1. Software Design of ABC XY Bank Customer Relationship Management Strategy
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From the company point of view, 

the stakeholders involved in implementing 

the strategy would be top management 

(decision maker) and all employees towards 

all customers itself. This implementation 

will never be successful unless the staff are 

aware of the purpose of the CRM itself. Thus, 

they could also make the decision by 

themselves with the help of he system, for 

example offering traveling credit cards to the 

loyal customers who are likely travel abroad, 

without asking much help from the manager.

Stakeholders

Knowing the context, design 

software, and key stakeholders involved, key 

measurement to know the success of this 

CRM Strategy implementation includes:

1.  Loyalty of the customers which is 

showed by their retention rate and 

consumer perception of service quality 

called SERVQUAL which consists of 

Tangibles, Reliability, Responsiveness, 

Assurance, and Empathy.

2.  Benefits from proliferation through 

polarizing and fagmenting customer 

segments, establishing the right mix of sales 

and distribution touchpoints, and diversing 

comunication vehicles.

3.  Customer contact blueprint that 

enables staff members and top management 

extract any informations for balancing the 

cost of service with the current and potential 

value of customer relationships.

Key Measurement

Setting up a CRM system in ABC XY 

Bank as a a result of mergered banks faces 

some boundaries and limits, for example:

1.  Geographic issue which is stated on the 

fact that ABC XY Bank has more than 650 

branches, 1267 Automated Teller Machines 

(ATM), 237 Self Service Terminals (SST) 

located in across country.

2. Various types of products  and 

applications that the bank offers, ranging 

from consumer banking, investment 

b a n k i n g ,  I s l a m i c  b a n k i n g ,  a s s e t  

management, to insurance products and 

services as a representation of its vision to 

be “most valued universal banks”.

3. Short period of CRM Strategy  

implementation since customers want to be 

served more than the previous services.

Boundaries and Limits

Analyzing the business  en-

vironment of ABC XY Bank described before, 

the best problem definition for this case is 

“How to make a suitable CRM Strategy for 

maintaining ABC XY customer base”.

Problem Definition
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The main problem of ABC XY Bank 

is maintaining the current customer base 

from both banks mergered. Therefore, the 

company needs CRM Strategy which could 

overcome the failing of maintaining 

customers base once they are merged. CRM 

itself is defined by Wall Street Journal as a 

process of storing and analyzing the vast 

amounts of data produced by sales calls, 

customer-service centers and actual 

purchases, supposedly yielding greater 

insight intom customer behavior. CRM also 

allows businesses to treat different types of 

customers differently (Baran, 2008).

Baran explains more that CRM 

System itself has its own basic architecture 

(see Figure 1.2.). In ABC XY Bank, it will be 

explained more by:

which 

provides all customer profiles to all 

customer facing persons. For example, 

marketing, teller, and customer service 

representatives who use call centers, sales 

force automation, and internet to provide 

and update the data of each customer.

 system which 

captures information from all customer 

touchpoints. In ABC XY Bank, this process 

will deal with data storage system from all 

calls or transactions recorded.

1. The Integrated Front Office 

2. Business Intelligence (BI)

ISSUE TREE

Marketing

Segmentation List
Management

Campaign
Management

3. Workflow and business rules

4. Physical links 

5. Performance metrics

 which 

transmit BI to front office personnel. It is 

expected that by using the SAP software, 

ABC XY Bank staff members could convey 

the value of the company to its customers, 

like offering the products of Islamic shariah 

banking for the customers who are used to 

consume the similar products.

to back office systems for 

example accounts receivable control from 

the back offices could help the customer 

service representatives and teller to keep 

their promises in issuing cards for their 

customers, for example.

 that enable the 

company to determine the success of their 

CRM efforts and the value of each customers. 

It means, at the end, ABC XY bank should be 

able to verify the key customers and 

differentiate them in each layer.

After understanding the main 

problem definition, other problems 

concerning the main problems could be 

derived. CRM Strategy that will be 

implemented in ABC XY Bank should be put 

in the same line with Software Design given 

(Figure 1.1.).
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“Physical”
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Back Office & External Systems

Stan Maklan. CSC Computer Sciences 
Corporation, 1999. In K. Thompson. Lynette 

Ryals. Simon Knox, and S. Maklan. “Developing 
Relationship Marketing Through the 

Implementation of Customer Relationship 
Management Technology,” working paper.

Source: Baran, et. al., Thomson Higher Education
Figure 1.2. Basic Architecture of CRM System
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Figure 2. 1. Issue Tree
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How to get

 

the historical data of each customer’s recorded touchpoints?

 

How to analyze the key customers using the measurement tools generated?

 

How to obtain additional data about the potential segmented market in the industry?

 

How to assess the defection rate of customers?

 

16

 

17

 

18

 

How to meet the various demand of low value and high value corporate customers?

 

Problem Definition:

 

How to make a suitable 

CRM Strategy for 

maintaining ABC XY 

customer base?

 

How to evaluate 
current service 
operations?

 

How to devise a 

customer contact 

blueprint that balances 

the cost of service with 

the current and 

potential value of 

customer relationships 

?

 

How to measure consumer 

perception of service 

quality?

 

How to measure retention 

rate of the customers?

 

How to analyze corporate 

market segment?

 

How to analyze consumer 

and commercial market 

segment? 

 

How to include the data of  

the calculation cost of 

services for each

 

customer?

 

How to detect the current 

and potential value of 

customers?

 

How to segment and 

analyze the customer 

base?

 

How to evaluate the tangible facilities are suitable with customer’s expectations? 

 

How to assess the reliability to perform the promised service dependably and accurately?

 

How to evaluate the system and staff responsiveness in helping customers and providing prompt service?

 

How to distinguish consumer and

 

commercial market segment in high and low value customer base?

 

How to reach targeted consumer in low budget costs through the right distribution channels?

 

How to analyze the cost and benefit per distribution channel?

 

 

How to figure the preferences distribution channels for each customers?

 

How to determine assurance of employee’s ability in inspiring customer’s trust and confidence?

 

How to measure empathy of the employees in giving aring and giving individualized attention to customers?

 

How to understand the rate of service quality gap of the organization?

 

How to assess the sensitiveness of the organization for achieving the highest satisfaction of consumers?

 

How to quantify the retention rate of customers?
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How to offer the suitable services through their preference distribution channels and communication vehicles?

 

How to evaluate 

satisfaction and loyalty of 

the customers?
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The small problems defined in Issue 

Tree needs some efforts which could give a 

specific impact. This Prioritization Matrix 

(see figure 3.1.) helps the team to put effort 

on the “green area” in which it is very 

effective to be done: less effort with high 

impact. The numbers in the area represent 

the small problems define in the Issue Tree.

PRIORITIZATION 
MATRIX
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The problems elaborated in Issue 

Tree  Design  has  been classify  in  

Prioritization Matrix Design. Thus, the 

actions that will be done first is the one in the 

green area under the area of “low effort, high 

impact”. However, under the judgement of 

the CRM Strategy Team, all areas included 

which are green and yellow areas could be 

done for getting the impact expected. 

Furthermore, it will be discussed under the 

sections below.

A. Evaluations of Current 
Service Operations

ACTION PLAN

The evaluation of ABC XY Bank 

current service operations could be done 

using several tools described below. The 

company could be judged as a company who 

run a good operations if the satisfaction and 

loyalty of its customers is high, its service 

quality is good based on customers' 

perception, and the retention rate is low.

1. Satisfaction and Loyalty
Satisfaction could be measured 

using the service quality gap measures on 

a series of attributes such as physical 

facilities based on their perception and 

expectations. It is computed based on the 

rate given by each customer. It could also 

be known using direct measures by 

asking the customers on how they feel 

about the services. Another tools 

developed by the company nowadays is 

the complaint box. The fewer the 

complaints, the higher satisfaction felt by 

the customers. It is the very first step of 

the profit chain described below (see 

Figure 4.1.). (point no 6 on Issue Tree)

Furthermore, the companies 

should be sensitive in achieving the 

highest level of customers satisfaction. If 

the scale of the rate is between 1-5, then 

the company should set a goal to get 5 of 

the scale. It will be resulted in the 

customers who are willing to buy again 

(high repurchase rate). A fact that a 

digital company found out is that its 

totally satisfied customers buy six times 

often than its satisfied customers in a 

certain period of time. (point no 7 on 

Issue Tree)

Service
Quality &
other
controllable
marketing
variables

Customer
Satisfaction
(transaction
specific &
cumulative)

Customer
Retention &
Loyalty

Company 
Profitability 
(CLV)

Company
Profitability &
Value

Source: Barka, et. al., Thomson Education Higher
Figure 4.1. The Customer-Company Profit Chain

The quality of the services could 

b e  m e a s u r e d  u s i n g  S E RVQ UA L  

instruments of questionnaire. This set of 

questionnaire will measure all five of the 

e l e m e n t s :  Ta n g i b l e s  ( p h y s i c a l  

equipments and services), Reliability 

(ability to perform promised service 

accurately), Responsiveness (willingness 

to help customers), Assurance (ability to 

inspire trust and confidence), and 

Empathy (caring and individualized 

attention the firm provides). (point no 1, 

2, 3, 4, 5 on Issue Tree)

2. Service Quality
Based on the McKinsey research, 

repeat customers generate over twice as 

much gross income as new customers. It 

also states that the cut down of 10% 

defection rate could result in the double 

average life span of its relationship with 

its customers. The retention itself could 

be measured using retention and 

defection rate. (point no 8, 9 on Issue 

Tree)

3. Retention
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Based on the research 

done, consumer market segment 

reacts positively to the amount of 

marketing channels. Therefore, 

using multichannels marketing will 

be deemed as a good strategy to 

retain the customers.

The simple way to analyze the 

customer base is dividing the customers into 

two big segment: corporate market segment 

and consumer and commercial market 

segment. The approach towards those two 

market segment will be slightly different, as 

well as the touchpoints preferred.

B. Segment and Analyze 
Customer Base

Corporate market segment 

nowadays has their own demand. With 

the demand of service quality, like speed 

and frequency above all costs, corporate 

market  segment needs another 

communication and distribution 

channels. Respectively, the customers, 

whether it is corporate or personal, 

prefer high personal interaction by 

meeting in branch (see Figure 4.2.) It will 

result on their satisfaction. However, the 

preferred distribution channels of the 

customers is in contrast with its delivery 

costs that the banks should pay(see 

Figure 4.3.). (point no 10, 11 on Issue 

Tree)
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Figure 4.2. Customer Willingness to Personal Interaction Approach
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Figure 4.3. Customer Needs and Distribution Channels Costs
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Scott Neslin, Dartmouth College, 
as adapted from DoubleClick (2004)

2. Consumer and 
Commercial
 Market Segment
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Figure 4.5. Steps of Refining Elements of The Marketing Campaign

However, the consumer and 

commercial market segments is wide in 

its variation. Therefore, it should be 

fragmented in a smaller scale, such as 

baby boomers. To define the customers, 

several strategy on refining the marketing 

campaign could be done by ABC XY Bank.

Refining the marketing campaign
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To give a good service to the 

customers, what should be concerning is the 

way the bank deliver its value. Therefore, 

communication matter is important in this 

issue. Based on Harvard Business Journal, 

there are several principles to do it better:

, which means that the 

ending is much more important. The 

customer will remember clearly when the 

customer service representatives give the 

warm Christmast gift at the end of the 

meeting than at the beginning.

, which means that people tend to 

have undesirable events come first. 

Therefore, it is far better to tell the 

customers about his blocked credit card first 

and inform several possible ways to solve it.

, which means breaking multiple 

pleasent experience into several fragment 

and combine the unpleasent in one phase. 

ABC XY Bank could give seat along with 

candy and drink for customers who wait in a 

long line of teller services.

, 

which means that people tend to feel less 

discomfort when they have the control of the 

process. Therefore, ABC XY Bank could give 

a. Finish Strong

b. Get The Bad Experiences Out of The 

Way Early

c. Segment The Pleasure, Combine The 

Pain

d. Build Commitment Through Choice

several choices for the customer to choose 

the possibility they might have when they 

want to gain some profits of their money, like 

investing in securities or simply just deposit 

it.

, 

which means that people find the comfort, 

order, and meaning in repetitive, familiar 

activities. It means that ABC XY Bank should 

not change the bank design in a very 

different than the previous or change the 

website into something much different to 

make the previous customers still feel 

familiar with it. (point no 12, 13 on Issue 

Tree)

e. Give People Rituals, and Stick to Them

C. Customer Contact 
Blueprint

To analyze the customer segment, 

ABC XY Bank should have the customer 

contact blueprint which could detect the key 

customers and give any information 

regarding the costs of services needed.

it and therefore the bank could have the 

informations on the amount of 

interactions in each touchpoints used 

by each customer. To make the profit 

from the customers, value outweight 

costs, the bank could give special 

services to the key customers using 

their most preferred channels, for 

example. (point 14, 15 on Issue Tree)

1. Services Calculation 
Costs
Based on the multiple channels 

described, the bank could measure 

which channel cost more than the 

others. It could be seen that the costs of 

personal interactions by providing new 

branches over the country costs the 

most. However, since it is the most 

preferred by the customers, the banks 

should carefully manage which 

channels that could be charged as long 

as it will not decrease customers 

satisfaction, for example ABC XY Bank 

could put charge on the meeting done 

with corporate. Each customers has 

their own account and profile which 

consists of personal profile and any 

other recorded activities (see Figure 

4.6.). Thus, the data could be computed 

per charge of interaction. For example, 

when a customer using ATM to 

withdraw money, the system will record 

Account, 
Transactions 
recorded

Name, 
Occupation, 
Address, 
ID Card

Interactions 
through 
channels

Performance 
of Customers

Customer
Preference, 
Hobby, 
Complaints

Figure 4.6. ER-Diagram of Customer Contact Blueprint
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Customers could be categorized 

into several types, such as Reluctant Loyals, 

Stables, Switchers, and Advice Seekers (see 

Figure 4.7.). These types of customers have 

their own characteristics. Thus, the bank 

should make different additional approach. 

For example, reluctant loyals customers 

somewhat value price over personal service 

and receptive to competitors. Thus, the bank 

could give the low costs of touchpoints but 

still meet their expectations.

The data to analyze the customers 

could be taken from the recorded 

transactions and customers touchpoints in 

each bank's database. The key customers 

could be seen on, for example their share of 

wallet or share of wallet changes. To 

compare the data with another company in 

the same industry and get another 

additional information from the targeted 

customers, ABC XY Bank could buy the data 

from researcher such as Nielsen. Therefore, 

the company could make a distinctive layer 

of its customers. (point 16, 17, 18 on Issue 

Tree)

2. Key Customers Definition
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Quote
seekers
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- Do not value service
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- Content
- Value relationship with 
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sensitive
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- Frequent switchers, 
comfortable with 
remote channels

Advice seekers
-  Frequent shoppers, 
but rarely switch
- Value advice, quality 
of coverage

21% 16%

36% 27%

European 
auto
insurance
shopping 
behavior

Sensivity

Average % of consumers within segment

Figure 4.7. Customer Segments on Auto Insurance Shopping in Europe
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